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Q. I Answer the following by selecting conect choice from the options.

f. is a skew field but not field.
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3. is a non-commutative ring with unit element'

A. T,

c. Mr(R)

2. is a not an integraldomain.

A. T,

c. ll{r(R)

A. 7,

c. Mr(R)

4. ln 7,+ iT., GCD of 2 and -1+ 5t

A. 2+i

c.i

5. Quotient fieid of ring of Gaussian integers is

A.7,+i7,

c.Q

Every integraldomain can be imbedded in a

A.n

c. field

B.Q

0. Ring of Quaternian.

B.Q

D. Allof these

B.Q

D. Allof these
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7. lf F is a field, /(r) e Ffxl, a € F is a root of f(x) then 

-" 'A. (r - a)lf @)

B. (r * a)V@)

D. f(x)l(x+a)
c. f(x)l(x-a)

8. lfI isan ideal in ringRthen unitelement in R// is-
B. 1

A.0
D. 1+l

c.R

9. Let R be an Euclidean domain, a,b e R, a is proper divisor of b ttren dftLd(a) '

B.S

D.<

10.lf ft =V'*i7,, f(x)=2N.2 -(t +t)x-2thencontent otf is-
B. l-i
D.2+i

[=

c.>

A. 1+d

c. 2-i

Q.2 State whether the fullming statements are True or False'

1) Q is not a field.

2) Every ideal is a subring in a ring.

3) The polynomial 1 * r *rz € Q is reducihle.

4l Field has proPer ideals.

5) 1 + r is irreducibleinZ,* iV'.

6) the polynomialof degree n has exactlyn * 1 roots'

7l tt f (x)= 3x3 - 2x * land g(x) = x2 - t are polvnomials in R'[r]then deg(f g)iss'

8l Every Euclidean Domain is factorization domain'

Q.3 AnsreranYTEil.

lJ Define zero divisor in a ring.

2J Define Characteristic of a ring.

3,1 Find Characteristicof V'7.
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4f Define an isomorPhism for rings'

5l Define ideal in a ring.

6l Find olrn.

fl Find the maximal ideal of a field.

8,| Check whether 3 + \tr5 is irreducible element or not.

9J Define princiPal ideal.

filtindC(f)tor f (x) = 3r3 -zr2 + 6x *gin%lx]r.

IIf Prove that xn * S e Zlrlis irreducible.

l2lFindall roots of 13 + lxinft5.

Q.4Atternpt any FOUR. (321

1| tet R be a ringthen prove that, for all a,b,c € R

(r)a0=0 (i0 a(-b)= (*a)b=-(ab) (ttt)a(b-c) = ab-qc

Let f be a ring homomorphism, then prove that / is one-one if and only il Knf = {0}'

lf R lsa commutative ring with 1, then prove that every maximal ideal in R is a prime

ideal.

State and prove the first isomorphism theorem for ring.

Prove that any two elements of U.F.D. have a GCD.

Showthatthe ring of Gaussian integers is an Euclidean domain'

Let R be a unique factorization domain, Prove that product of two primitive

polynomials over R is also a primitive polynomial. .

State and prove Eisenstein's criterion.
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